The main goal of this research is to build a sentiment analysis system which automatically determines user opinions of the Stanford Sentiment Treebank in terms of three sentiments such as positive, negative, and neutral. Firstly, sentiment sentences are POS tagged and parsed to dependency structures. All nodes of the Treebank and their polarities are automatically extracted from the Treebank. We train two Support Vector Machines models. One is for a node level classification and the other is for a sentence level. We have tried various type of features such as word lexicons, POS tags, Sentiment lexicons, head-modifier relations, and sibling relations. Though we acquired 74.2% in accuracy on the test set for 3 class node level classification and 67.0% for 3 class sentence level classification, our experimental results for 2 class classification are comparable to those of the state of art system using the same corpus. 
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관련 연구
먼저 상품평 도메인에 대해서 수행된 연구를 살펴보자. ... <token id="7"> <word>here</word> <lemma>here</lemma> <POS>RB</POS> <NER>O</NER> </token> ... </tokens> <dependencies type="basic-dependencies"> <dep type="root"> <governor idx="0">ROOT</governor> <dependent idx="6">charming</dependent> </dep> ... <dep type="advmod"> <governor idx="6">charming</governor> <dependent idx="7">here</dependent> </dep> </dependencies> 
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